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Library of Congress Control Number: So prominent were these two men, that their work is now enshrined in
the Cattellian and Eysenchkian Schools of Psychology, respectively. Cattell concentrated on primary factors,
while Eysenck focused on broader secondary dimensions. Indeed, at the second-order 16PF level, the degree
of communality between the Eysenckian and Cattellian factors is striking! Cattell and the theory of
Personality. Multivariate Behavioral Research, 19 2â€”3: Both Ray Cattell and Hans Eysenck were our
mentors and friends. Both men gave freely of their time, and their kindness and generosity was abundant. Our
own academic careers were facilitated by the intellectual support and moral encouragement of both these great
men who made a profound and lasting contribution to personality research and testing. Each was an exemplary
scientist, humanitarian and mentor, qualities that all three editors respect and aspire to. We will remain forever
indebted to both Ray Cattell and Hans Eysenck. This book is also dedicated to: He studies transactions
between personality and social relationships over the lifespan. Other interests include evolutionary approaches
to personality and assessment of self-concept using the implicit association task. He is editor of the European
Journal of Personality, and is author of more than publications in the areas of personality and developmental
psychology. Elizabeth Austin is reader in psychology at the University of Edinburgh. She obtained her PhD
from Oxford University in She studies how emotional intelligence can be fitted within the existing
psychometric intelligence framework and associations among emotional intelligence, personality and health.
Her other interests include the modelling of individual differences in responding to self-report scales. He is
author of some papers and book chapters, and has published 21 books on psychotherapy, psychopathology,
depression, and drug abuse. Gregory Boyle is professor of psychology at Bond University, Australia. He also
received a DSc from the University of Queensland in , for his research into personality and individual
differences. He is on a number of editorial boards including Personality and Individual Differences. He has
over publications, is co-author of a book on statistical methods, and co-editor of Sage Benchmarks in
Psychology: The Psychology of Individual Differences 4 Vols. He is also co-editor of the current volumes.
Donald Byrne is professor of psychology at the Australian National University. He received his PhD from the
University of Adelaide in He studies the roles of stress and behaviour in mediating risk of cardiovascular
disease, adolescent stress and smoking behaviour. He has published over papers and book chapters and is the
author or editor of 13 books. He is [Page xiv]co-author of Health Psychology: John Campbell is professor of
psychology at Franklin and Marshall College, Pennsylvania, where he has been on the faculty since He
obtained his PhD from the University of Michigan in His major research interests are personality theory and
measurement. Other interests include the origins of individual differences in subjective wellbeing, emotion
regulation, and health. Daniel Cervone is professor of psychology at the University of Illinois, Chicago. He
received his PhD from Stanford University in He has proposed the Knowledge-and-Appraisal Personality
Architecture Model and has explored the contribution of social-cognitive structures to personality coherence.
He is co-author of the books Personality: Determinants, Dynamics, and Potentials, and Personality: He is an
associate editor of the Journal of Research in Personality, and is on the editorial boards of Psychological
Review and the European Journal of Personality. Edward Chang is associate professor of psychology at the
University of Michigan. He has published on optimism and pessimism, perfectionism, social problem solving,
and cultural influences on behaviour. He is co-editor of the book Judgments Over Time: Understanding
Changes Across the Lifespan. He is associate editor of the Journal of Social and Clinical Psychology and is on
the editorial board of the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology. Rita Chang is a doctoral candidate at
the University of Michigan. Her research interests include the adaptive and maladaptive aspects of
perfectionism and their relation to depressive symptoms, as well as risk and protective factors for suicide in
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Asian Americans. Theory, Research, and Clinical Implications. He received his PhD from Columbia
University in His major research interests are cultural processes, group processes, and intergroup relations. He
is also interested in the dynamic interactions of cultural identification and cultural knowledge traditions, and
their implications for cultural competence and intercultural relations. He has over publications, and is author
of several books, including Social Psychology of Culture. Neil Christiansen is professor of psychology at
Central Michigan University. His major research interests concern the relationships between personality and
work behaviour, applicant faking of personality measures, and improving methods of assessing personality in
organisations. His major interest lies in the underlying factors of change that optimize psychotherapy across
theoretical orientations, especially in regard to cultural applications and coping ability. Other interests include
the effective application of psychotherapy with individuals suffering from severe and persistent
psychopathology. He has several co-authored articles in journals such as, Psychotherapy Research,
Psychology and Psychotherapy: He has contributed to three chapters on psychotherapy integration and
empirical treatments as well as the examination of underlying factors of change that promote positive
outcomes in therapy, the most recent appearing in the book, The Art and Science of Psychotherapy. Philip
Corr is professor of psychology at Swansea University. His research centres around the behavioural, cognitive
and affective neuroscience of emotion and personality, focusing on basic defensive systems of fear and
anxiety, and the personality and psychopathology continuum. Other interests include schizophrenia spectrum
research, focusing on laboratory markers of psychosis-proneness and actual psychosis. He has published
extensively, and is author of the book Understanding Biological Psychology, and editor of The Reinforcement
Sensitivity Theory of Personality. He obtained his PhD from the University of Chicago in His enduring
interests are in the structure and measurement of personality and in lifespan development. He has published
extensively in the area of personality assessment and he is co-editor of the book Recent Advances in
Psychology and Aging: Matthew Cribbet is a doctoral candidate in clinical health psychology at the University
of Utah. His research interests are in the area of personality and health, with a particular focus on individual
differences in psychophysiological responses to stress. Sharon Dawe is professor of clinical psychology at
Griffith University, Australia. Her major interests are the study of substance abuse and personality, including
treatment evaluations for illicit substance misuse and parenting. She has dozens of published articles and book
chapters and is author of Drug Use in the Family: Impacts and Implications for Children. Andrew Elliot is
professor of psychology at the University of Rochester, where he has been since receiving his PhD from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison in His major interest is the study of approach and avoidance motivation. He
has over publications, and is an associate editor of the Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin, and editor
of the emotion and motivation section of Social and Personality Psychology Compass. He is editor of the
Handbook of Approach and Avoidance Motivation. She has collaborated on a meta-analysis of
behaviour-genetic [Page xvi]studies of personality factors and related traits. Previously, he held faculty
appointments at Southern Methodist University, and at the University Queensland, Australia. His research
spans medical psychology and affect science, including the psychometric assessment and
cognitive-behavioural management of pain, and assessment and integrative psychotherapy for maladaptive
anger. He has numerous publications, and is author of the book Anxiety, Depression, and Anger in Pain: He
has served on the editorial boards of Headache and the Annals of Behavioral Medicine. Her major area of
interest has been developing improved service delivery to youth in treatment for addictions or to those who
suffer from fetal alcohol syndrome. She also conducts research into adult spiritual growth, and provides
psychological assessments of youth and adults on probation. She has published in the California School
Psychologist. She received her PhD from the University of Sydney in Her major research interests are in
cognitive neuropsychiatry, with particular emphasis on cognitive and emotion processing disturbances in
psychosis. Her recent research focuses on the delineation of cognitive markers of liability that may be shared
among apparently distinct phenotypic expressions of affective and non-affective psychoses. His interests
include the psychological report, psychotherapy treatment planning, hypnosis, near-death experiences,
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metaphor in psychotherapy, computer-based test interpretation, and cross-cultural approaches to smoking
cessation. Robert Hatcher is adjunct associate professor of psychology at the University of Michigan, where he
received his PhD in His research interests include the therapeutic alliance and interpersonal processes in
psychotherapy. His published articles appear in journals including Psychotherapy and Psychotherapy
Research. He is on the editorial boards of the Journal of Counseling Psychology, and Psychotherapy Research,
and is associate editor of Training and Education in Professional Psychology. His research and publications
are focused on personality assessment, animal models of personality, behaviour genetics and personality
influences on health-related behaviours. He is co-author of the Spanish version of the Eysenck Personality
Questionnaire and has published in the journal, Personality and Individual Differences. Her major research
interests include customising therapy based on patient predisposing characteristics. Other interests include
providing effective therapy to forensic populations and the effectiveness of sex offender registration laws. She
has co-authored two chapters on the principles of therapeutic change in Evidence-Based Practices in Mental
Health: Debate and Dialogue on the Fundamental Questions. Andrew Johnson is assistant professor in the
Faculty of Health Sciences at the University of Western Ontario, where he has been on the faculty since
receiving his PhD in
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His first two years of college were spent at Bob Jones University. Grace Church has grown from members
when MacArthur accepted the pastorate in , to over 12, today. First aired in , GTY now has a full-time U. In
addition, the "Grace to You Weekend" broadcast now airs on almost outlets. MacArthur is also a prolific
"writer," authoring a New Testament Commentary series, various issue-oriented books, and most recently, a
study Bible. For many, John MacArthur is a champion of the faith whose voice is correcting many of the ills
of Christianity. For others, his teachings border on heresy, if not blasphemy see below. In the following
quotes, MacArthur rightly reveals the deceptive ways of false teachers, yet in the process, he unwittingly
describes himself: Those who teach something explicitly and overtly anti-biblical, anti-Christ, and anti-God
pose no real threat to the Christian church. We will focus primarily on Dr. Larry Crabb see details below.
Likewise, in direct contradiction of this claim of being against psychology, MacArthur has preached other
sermons teaching various psychological, and thereby, non-Biblical concepts and dogma, such as self-esteem,
self-image, self-worth, self-acceptance, self-forgiveness, etc. See the " Radio Tape Index " for details. It
should be noted that many of the exact statements in this radio log can be found in anywhere from two to four
written sources, authored by MacArthur, and still being sold in the GCC bookstore! For example, check out
the following blasphemous psychobabble from the man who not only claims to understand the psychological
seduction of Christianity, but also claims to be solidly in the camp of those of us actively opposing it: We have
been chosen in Christ from before the foundation of the world. Knowing this gives us a sense of our
significance and value to God. We were so important to God that He gave up His Son to die on our behalf.
Thank God for considering you valuable enough to bestow such riches upon you. This is a tragedy of
immeasurable magnitude that we have people who claim to belong to the living God, and churches that claim
to be Bible-believing churches, that are robbing God of that which belongs to Him and Him alone -- all the
esteem, all the honor, is His for the work of salvation -- and directing it back to themselves. What blasphemy
is being promoted from within the church today! You want to know how much worth I have? You want to
know what gives me self-esteem? God thought I was valuable enough to die for. God did not die for us
because of our great worth, but because of our great sin! He died because of who He is, and in spite of what
we are cf. He died to demonstrate His righteousness and His divine justice Rom. There is no mercy if it had to
do with my worth. It is not of grace if it had to do with my value. Anyone who would try to divert some of that
glory, honor, and esteem to man is robbing God of the worship due Him and Him alone. The context of Eph.
Clearly, the "riches of the glory of His inheritance in the saints" refers to what God has given the saints, not, as
MacArthur teaches, to an inheritance they have bequeathed Him. Nowhere in the Bible is God enriched by
man. It is man who is always benefited by God. Common sense also makes that clear. God, being infinitely
rich and needing nothing, cannot be enriched by anyone or anything. And it is the opposite of what the
Scriptures teach! His statement proves the exact opposite of what he said he believed. Salvation is, in all of its
aspects, a testimony of the grace of God toward those who were unworthy of eternal life and of His love.
Salvation signifies, not the worth of man, but the sinfulness of man" T. MacArthur would be wise to run his
writings by Dr. It would save him considerable embarrassment and perhaps even help him to straighten out his
theology on this crucial matter. Crabb as an adjunct professor on the Seminary faculty. Zimmer has since left
Grace Church. Therefore, regardless of his claims to the contrary, it is doubtful that MacArthur has ever
abandoned his fondness for the psychological teachings of Larry Crabb. The tape is not only replete with
favorable references to psychology and psychiatry, but at the same time, it makes derogatory comments
concerning those who might desire to counsel using only the Bible. Over the August period, even though the
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books of some of the most psychologically-oriented authors e. Along with some acceptable titles, the page,
GBS edition included a significant number of books and commentaries by covenant theologians, plus a few
books by some of the usual neo-evangelical, psychoheretical suspects -- Elisabeth Elliot, Tony Evans, Josh
McDowell, Dick Eastman , Max Lucado , Howard Hendricks , J. Note the psychological concepts of self in
this excerpt from the tract: He still sees us as individuals with great value. He considers each of us important
enough to love. Because you and I are special to God, He wants to forgive us and give us a full, meaningful
life. Can John MacArthur really believe this psychobabble? Apparently so, or why else would such a tract be
made available free of charge to the thousands of people who pass through the Grace Church doors each
Sunday? There is little doubt that MacArthur does believe this. When asked in August of why the Meier
references as well as the other considerable psychological material in the series; i. MacArthur is apparently
convinced that unbelievers can benefit from "the truth that God has designed for marriage and the family" cf.
Yet at the same time this debate took place, MacArthur was in the process of distributing a free tape in the
mail GC Ignoring his own advice, he then goes on to cite many of the same psychological sources as in
"Shade for Our Children. In addition, students in the Liberal Studies and Teacher Education programs must
take both of the psychology courses offered in the Behavioral Studies department -- "Introduction to
Psychology" and "Child Development" pp. Studying theology and the Bible does not adequately prepare
pastors, teachers, and missionaries "for the perfecting of the saints, for the work of the ministry, for the
edifying of the body of Christ" Eph. The book is loaded down with Larry Crabb -taught concepts and
terminology such as: In fact, on one of the "worksheets" p. The book also teaches the pagan idea that it is
"essential" to "know yourself" and your partner "in a deep and accurate way" in order to have a successful
marriage. This was reconfirmed in July of when Word Publishing brought out a chapter, page book
co-authored by MacArthur and Mack -- Introduction to Biblical Counseling. The back cover proclaims that the
book presents "an alternative to secular psychology" -- certainly a bad beginning to a well-intended book.
Since when is the Bible an alternative to anything, especially an "alternative to secular psychology"? Harrell
has a B. He earned the M. This is a one-year degree program compared with an M. Harrell also has a D. The
health care services provided by BHC include the usual psychiatric and mental health services that similar
plans offer. It is understandable how this would occur if one were merely an employee, but legitimate
questions arise when a professing Christian, who is an owner, is doing it. Harrell also lacked the educational
and experiential background requirements for teaching in a Biblical Studies department at an accredited
Christian college. What little teaching experience Harrell does have occurred as a part-time hourly instructor
under Crabb at GTS during , which actually required very little teaching. Moreover, with a B. This unusual
hiring of Harrell and his immediate elevation to Associate Professor causes one to wonder why he was chosen
over others. We have no idea which is correct. Our guess is that Dr. Timothy Turner took his place. Turner
died in May of In June of , the Ezzos resigned their membership at Grace Church. The Ezzos claim that about
, parents have gone through Preparation for Parenting; and that all their materials in total are being used by
one million parents in some 95 countries throughout the world. A few days later, a designated spokesperson of
Grace To You e-mailed me on the Ezzo matter, but refused to answer any of the above questions. The four
areas of "more serious concerns" to the elders were: My concerns with Ezzo are primarily his psychological
teachings, but since these teachings were not addressed at all in the Grace Church statement, one can only
assume that John MacArthur and his elders were not concerned about Ezzo in this area. That is not to say that
the four areas of disagreement the elders have with Ezzo are not important, but what about all the
psychological heresies Ezzo taught for more than ten years under the protection of the MacArthur umbrella? I
think the obvious answer is that John MacArthur does not oppose these psychoheresies. His teachings were
not only public, they were publicly endorsed and supported by Grace Church and John MacArthur for over ten
years! For the Bible with a letter sent to John MacArthur. Martin Bobgan then sent two letters to Scott
requesting information about his letter and the critique. Scott did not answer either letter. It was also learned
that Scott claims NOT to have written the letter quoted above nor to have written the critique. The fact that
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you signed a letter you did not write, which is a criticism of a book you did not critique, is more than
problematic. The book is loaded with other New Age references, is heavy in charismatic pseudomysticism,
and is highly ecumenical in its approach. What Would Jesus Do? Walking in the steps of Jesus [as if an
unregenerate man could! One must trust in His saving merits and vicarious satisfaction to get to Heaven.
Nevertheless, MacArthur not only accepts many psychological tenets and is quite psychological in his
terminology, but he also reveals numerous contradictions between the realities of his ministry past and present
and his recollection of the facts pertaining thereto.
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This original site is now located under the the Liverpool Street railway station. Bethlehem Hospital, or
"Bedlam," later became notorious for its neglectful care of people with mental illness. The priory was first
used to house "distracted persons" in around the year Mary of Bethlehem, later to become Bethlehem
Hospital "Bedlam" , was taken under the patronage and protection of Richard Lacer, mayor of London, and
the citizens of London. The act brought to an end a century of "disaster, poverty, and failure. The Inquisition,
established in some countries in the thirteenth century, was responsible for the torture and execution of many
people with mental illness. In Aragon, inquisitor Thomas de Torquemada was said to be especially ruthless in
the pursuit of deviance. The Malleus went through 19 editions in the next 2 centuries and provided a basis for
gruesome tortures of people with deviant behavior. The transfer was completed on January 13, , when Henry
VIII signed the letter patent which officially ratified the deed. The hospital was founded as a priory in , taken
under the care of the city of London in , and seized by Edward III in Some of the phrases Bright used in his
descriptions of disordered behavior appeared later in the plays of William Shakespeare. This was one of the
earliest recorded references to the public care of people with mental illness in America. He saw "several poor
miserable creatures in chains; one of them was mad with making verses. The recipient was a patient at the
Bethlem Royal Hospital and the donor was a sheep. The first recorded example of blood transfusion therapy
occurred earlier in in France, where the recipient was suffering from melancholy and the donor was a calf. The
hospital survived the fire of London in but the surrounding new construction that followed the fire made its
decrepit condition obvious. The new hospital was commonly called "new Bedlam. Accusations of witchcraft
spread and 20 accused witches were eventually executed between June 10 and September 22, The Salem
witchcraft trials have been the subject of commentary by abnormal and social psychologists. Tuke was head of
the Quaker family that founded the York Retreat in The York Retreat, located in a rural setting, provided
humane institutional care of people with mental illness. Its reduced use of restraints and confinement, and
therapeutic use of occupational tasks, especially farming chores, were duplicated in scores of later institutions.
Rush was the first American psychiatrist. He advocated humane treatment and occupational therapy, although
his treatments also included spinning, ducking in cold water, bleeding, purgatives, and strapping in chairs.
Rush was a signer of the Declaration of Independence and was director of the Philadelphia mint. Benjamin
Franklin drew up the petition to the assembly. The Pennsylvania Hospital began in in a private home until its
building was completed in In the early years of the hospital, patients were chained to the walls of their
basement cells. Bleeding and purging were common treatments. On December 17, , the Pine Street Hospital in
Philadelphia was opened and accepted both mentally ill and general medical patients. Pfingsten was a
generalist with interests in minerology, mining, chemistry, botany, pharmacology, medicine, physiology, and
psychology. Bonifacio, which would become one of the first sites of humane care of people with mental
illness. Bonifacio opened in , with Chiarugi as director. Mesmer earned his MD degree from the University of
Vienna in this same year and went on to develop a practice based on the manipulation of magnetic forces, or
"Mesmerism. For at least years, visits to "Bedlam" had been a common entertainment for Londoners, but the
practice became more restricted after After , admission was by ticket only and legitimate visitors were
accompanied by an attendant. These reforms were probably brought about by Dr. The cornerstone was laid on
July 27, Although New York Hospital was a general medical facility, people with mental illness were
admitted for treatment. These services and ward space were moved into a separate building in and became
known as the Bloomingdale Asylum at the time of a second move in This was the first official provision for
mental hospitals in Sweden. The Malleus attributed abnormal behavior to satanic forces and became the
textbook of the Inquisition. The first patients were admitted to St. Chiarugi was among the first in the world to
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institute humane standards of care. Bonifacio Hospital in Florence, Italy. The patients were subjects of the first
public ordinance providing for care of the mentally ill and were under the supervision of hospital director
Vincenzo Chiarugi. The law recognized that Brown and Love were "in a state of lunacy," and appropriated
public funds for their care. Before the establishment of state mental hospitals, it was common for state laws to
refer people with mental illness to almshouses, jails, the care of relatives, or to provide support on a
case-by-case basis. The first patients were admitted in The Retreat was one of the first institutions to provide
humane treatment for people with mental illness. Huss was the first to recognize the syndrome of chronic
alcoholism. His paper, "Alcoholismus chronicus eller kronisk alkoholssjukdom," was published in This early
mental hospital was a branch of New York Hospital, created when the need for a mental treatment facilities
outgrew the main hospital building. In , the institution changed its name to the Bloomingdale Asylum and
moved to another new building. Kirkbride was one of the founders of the American Psychiatric Association
His book On the Construction, Organization, and General Arrangements of Hospitals for the Insane guided the
design of progressive mental institutions for decades. The hospital was moved from its Moorfields location to
new structures at St. The first patients were moved to the new location on August 24, During the first year, 19
patients were admitted. If the founding date of is used, the hospital is the second or third state mental hospital
in the United States. This early facility for people with mental illness also established one of the first
American laboratories of experimental psychology and supported an active research program. Rufus Wyman
was the first superintendent. In , the hospital was sold and renamed the Commercial Hospital of Cincinnati. Its
patients with mental illness were transferred to the new Ohio Lunatic Asylum in Columbus. The mental
hospital was located on four acres of land in Columbia, South Carolina and admitted its first patient in
December On December 19, , the legislature passed an act to "admit, as subjects of the lunatic asylum,
persons of color, being idiots, lunatics, or epileptics," thus desegregating the institution. The legislature did so
and, on January 27, , the Society voted to locate the facility at Hartford, on land owned by Ira Todd. The
Connecticut Retreat for the Insane, later named the Hartford Retreat, opened for the admission of patients in
Morison delivered a series of nine lectures to an audience of six people at Edinburgh and based his lectures on
several visits to Jean Esquirol in Paris. Morison became physician to Bethlehem Hospital in and remained
there until His lecture series was delivered in Edinburgh, and later in London, for 30 years. The first
superintendent of the Hartford Retreat was Eli Todd. It is now named the Institute of Living. The hospital was
established in a building called the Fayette Hospital, begun by charitable citizens on June 30, and completed
after purchase by the state in The first patient to be admitted was a year-old African American woman named
Charity. Desgenettes demanded that scientists should not even consider the idea of investigating "animal
magnetism" because "it came from Germany. Tuke was the great-grandson of William Tuke, the founder of
the York Retreat, one of the first centers of humane treatment of people with mental illness. Hack Tuke wrote
extensively on mental illness, including an exhaustive history of British psychiatry, a field study of psychiatric
institutions and methods in the United States and Canada, and the comprehensive Dictionary of Psychological
Medicine While Bright provided many cases as evidence, his conclusion was not generally accepted until the
works of Hughlings Jackson were published, beginning in The first patient was received on January 19, His
last observations were made on November 20, and he concluded that epilepsy was unrelated to the weather.
Other studies of this era showed that epilepsy was also unrelated to phases of the moon. No action was taken
until , when a building appropriation was passed. The first patients were transferred from the Pine Street
Hospital, whose history originated in This early mental hospital, the 11th in the United States, was founded
on September 28, at the first meeting of its board of trustees. Rockwell was the first superintendent. Gifts of
land allowed access to outdoor activities for the patients and summer retreats began in If no family member
could be found to care for the ill person, the law provided for confinement in a "suitable place," usually a
county jail. These procedures were not uncommon at the time and led to the reforms of the midth century. The
cornerstone for the building was laid by convict laborers from the Ohio Penitentiary on April 20, The
Cincinnati hospital was sold to private owners earlier in While humanitarian reforms in mental treatment were
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well under way by this time, eliminating mechanical restraints of all kinds was a radical and controversial
move that made Conolly a prominent figure. His major work, The Treatment of the Insane Without
Mechanical Restraints further promoted the non-restraint movement. The institution was a small stone
building located near Nashville. In November , the facility was visited by mental hospital reformer Dorothea
Dix, who reported its deplorable condition to the state legislature. A new hospital was constructed near
Nashville and opened in and was named Central State Hospital for the Insane. By December 31, , 30 patients
were admitted. Treatment methods in that first year included prayer and Bible reading, farm labor, good food
and clean living conditions. The first superintendent was Amariah Brigham.
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In his work, he examines American foreign policy and international strategy from a variety of angles. The
Republican Party and U. The center conducts research on neuroergonomics, a relatively new field that
examines brain function in relation to performance, safety and efficiency in practical and work environments.
The center works on projects for the Air Force, with the aim of enhancing human effectiveness in air, space
and cyberspace operations. The Air Force is currently interested in how brain mechanisms affect regular tasks.
He then spent time writing about philosophical issues, using his previous historical analyses to inform his
work. His areas of expertise include the works of philosophers Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel and Karl
Marx, philosophical theology and political philosophy. He published two books in A sequel to Considering
Transcendence is in the works, in which De Nys explores philosophical issues surrounding the idea of God.
She published her first academic book in , The Politics of Size: Women and Politics in the Early American
Republic. She has also edited a book on George Washington. After publishing Revolutionary Backlash in ,
Zagarri began work on a biography of Thomas Law, an important reformer in the days of the early United
States. The second edition of his introduction to literary study--Literature: He also is director of the Mercatus
Center. Cowen is the coauthor of and daily blogger on the world-renowned economics blog Marginal
Revolution, which has had more than 23 million unique visits. He has written many journal articles and 10
books, including his latest work Create Your Own Economy: The Path to Prosperity in a Disordered World.
His areas of research and the focus of his writing are the economics of culture, globalization, microeconomics,
and political philosophy. Cowen received an undergraduate degree from Mason in and a PhD in economics
from Harvard University in He also serves as president of the Institute of Global Environment and Society.
Shukla has made significant contributions to the science of meteorology and global society through
fundamental scientific advances, institution building, and international cooperation in meteorology for the
betterment of humankind worldwide. His work has had a considerable influence on the understanding of the
predictability of weather and climate, including Asian monsoon dynamics, deforestation, and climate change.
His research has established that there is predictability in the midst of chaos and a scientific basis for
short-term climate prediction. The author or coauthor of scientific papers and the editor of and contributor to
four books, Shukla was a lead author of the IPCC report that shared the Noble Peace Prize with Al Gore. In ,
he was appointed to the Commission on Climate Change by the governor of Virginia. Shukla has been a thesis
advisor for numerous doctoral students. He also was instrumental in establishing research centers in India and
Italy, as well as founding Gandhi College for the education of rural women in the village of his birth in India.
After teaching for two years at Bryn Mawr College, she joined the Psychology Department at George Mason
University in , where she is currently university professor of psychology. Shame, guilt, embarrassment, and
pride, and co-editor with Mark Leary of the Handbook of Self and Identity. Currently, her work focuses on
moral emotions among incarcerated offenders. She works in the area of observational infrared extragalactic
astronomy and instrumentation, and the spectroscopy of active, interacting, and ultraluminous galaxies. Her
current research interests focus on understanding the connection between supermassive black holes and the
galaxies in which they reside. This research, which has resulted in 23 refereed publications, utilizes primarily
space-based imaging and spectroscopic observations using Chandra and the Spitzer Space Telescope, with the
ultimate aim of understanding the role of such galaxies in galactic formation and evolution. While at GMU she
has engaged 16 undergraduates and 6 graduate students in research projects. Summers is a planetary scientist
who studies the structure, origin, and evolution of planetary atmospheres. Summers received his Ph. His
research has dealt with the atmospheres of the Earth and most of the other planets in our solar system along
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with several of their moons. He has collaborated on numerous NASA planetary, satellite, and space shuttle
missions. Summers is currently a member of the science team of the New Horizons mission to Pluto and its
moon Charon, which was launched in January, , performed a flyby of Jupiter in February on its way to a
rendezvous with Pluto in His work on Mars deals with the possibility of subsurface life and methods of its
detection. He is a member of the science team of the AIM satellite mission that was launched in to study the
role of these clouds as possibly the most sensitive indicator of global climate change. Maddux is a clinical
psychologist whose major interest is the integration of theory from clinical, social, and health psychology. His
research is concerned primarily with understanding the influence of beliefs about personal effectiveness and
control on psychological adjustment and health-related behavior. He is co-author of Social Cognitive
Psychology: History and Current Domains and co-editor of Psychopathology: Foundations for a
Contemporary Understanding. Denham is an applied developmental psychologist and professor of psychology
at George Mason University. She is also investigating the development of forgiveness in children. Having
served as a member of several editorial boards, Denham is currently the editor of Early Education and
Development. Liotta, professor of life sciences at George Mason University, was one of the first scientists to
investigate the process of tumor invasion and metastasis at a molecular level. Scientists in his Laboratory of
Pathology discovered a series of novel genes and proteins that regulate cancer invasion and metastasis,
providing new strategies for cancer diagnosis and treatment. His groundbreaking work has led to the invention
of technologies used in more than 1, labs worldwide. The goal of the Center is to discover new proteins useful
for the early detection and individualized therapy of cancer and other diseases. He holds more than ninety
patents for his work and has published more than papers. Liotta is the recipient of numerous scientific awards
for cancer research, including the U. His PhD is in biomedical engineering. She is a specialist in the Andean
region of Latin America with research interests in agrarian issues, political economy, and the dynamics of
gender, class, and ethnicity in the informal economy, and she has spent more than 20 years doing field
research in both urban and rural regions of the Andes. Her published books include Peruvian Street Lives:
Political Struggles in the Peruvian Andes, Her current research is on transnational and transracial adoption
and changing assumptions about American families. She is the author of numerous journal articles and
anthology chapters, and the co-editor of several collections of philosophical essays. Her book, The Philosophy
of Simone de Beauvoir: Tribunal judgments in the wake of the genocides in the former Yugoslavia and
Rwanda direct us to revisit our concepts of humanity, human dignity, and human rights. She held an
appointment as curator of medical sciences at the National Museum of American History during her first
seven years at George Mason. Press, , Engendering Culture: She is currently preparing for a second career as
an ordained minister, studying for her Master of Divinity at the Lutheran Theological Seminary at
Philadelphia. She is working on a book-length memoir of her recent experience as a hospital chaplain. He
received his PhD in economics from Harvard. He has authored or co-authored more than articles and books on
capital theory, natural resource economics, and experimental economics. He serves on or has served on the
board of editors of numerous journals, as president of various societies, as professor of several universities,
and as a Fellow with many organizations. The Cambridge University Press published his Papers in
Experimental Economics in , and they published a second collection of more recent papers, Bargaining and
Market Behavior, in He has written numerous articles in the areas of particle physics, nuclear arms control,
and physics education. He has been an associate editor of the American Journal of Physics and has received
several grants. Ehrlich has lectured widely on his work in the United States and abroad. Ehrlich is a professor
of physics and serves in the School of Computational Sciences at George Mason University since He received
his PhD from Columbia University in While at Columbia he worked on the "two-neutrino" experiment for
which his thesis advisor Jack Steinberger shared the Nobel Prize. He has written numerous articles and essays
on culture theory and conflict analysis, nationalist and ethnoreligious social movements, politics and society in
contemporary Israel, international migration, among other topics. Avruch has been book review editor of
Anthropological Quarterly and serves on several editorial boards. He has lectured widely in the United States
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and abroad, and his work has been recognized by the International Association of Conflict Management and
the United States Institute of Peace, where he spent one year as senior fellow in the Jennings Randolph
Program for International Peace. Avruch is professor of anthropology and served as its coordinator from He is
an affiliated faculty member of the Institute for Conflict Analysis and Resolution, and faculty and senior
fellow in the Program on Peacekeeping Policy School of Public Policy , at George Mason University, where
he has been since Interviews University Press of Mississippi, His scholarly work has centered chiefly around
European cinema and the application of poststructuralist literary theory to film. He is a weekly film critic for
Film. He is also the artistic director of the Key Sunday Cinema Club with branches in six cities. Pfiffner is a
nationally-recognized expert on the United States presidency. Among his influential publications are dozens of
articles and ten books, including The Strategic Presidency: He is invited to speak regularly at conferences and
seminars, as well as at briefings of domestic and foreign government officials. She has lectured in Europe and
Asia. Horton addresses various aspects of American and African American social and cultural life, focusing
particularly on race, gender, and social change in her scholarship. Her teaching has been in art history, in
classical archaeology, and in several interdisciplinary programs, primarily at the undergraduate level. At the
same time she has lectured for the Archaeological Institute of America and for the Smithsonian Institution
Resident Associates Program, been a visiting professor at the University of Virginia, and served as news editor
of Archaeological News. In her scholarship, she uses an expertise in ancient bronze-LAHSting to illuminate
the broader implications of ancient technology upon Classical sculpture, in order to reach as broad an audience
as possible, making connections for them with their own experience in the modern world.
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It is our shared belief that policy and academic research are often too far apart. It has been a particular pleasure
to work together on this project and at the same time show how policy researchers and academic researchers
can learn from each other and work in tandem on areas of common concern and interest. This book came
about as a result of a seminar hosted in September by the Royal Geographical Society. His re-interpretation of
the RGS archives gave an extra dimension to our awareness of the matter in hand. Kerry Carter from the
ESRC Identities and Social Action Programme co-ordinated the seminar and did a superb job deftly coping
with competing demands arriving from many directions at once. We would also like to thank all of those who
attended the seminar, giving their thoughts, ideas and reflections on the issues raised and thereby enhancing
our understandings. Moving from seminar to publication has been made much easier thanks to Ros Spry from
Runnymede. Ros acted as our project manager and in a wonderfully calm and elegant manner kept the book on
track, editing and preparing the final manuscript. We could not have produced the book without her. Finally,
we would like to thank our contributors who have been gracious and generous with their time, and, as you will
see from their contributions, insightful and engaging in their writing. They have made editing this collection a
pleasure and advanced our understanding of the challenges and complexities we face in studying and
understanding our multi-ethnic society. The Runnymede Trust is an independent policy research organization
focusing on equality and justice through the promotion of a successful multi-ethnic society. Founded in as a
Charitable Educational Trust, Runnymede has a long track record in policy research, working in close
collaboration with eminent thinkers and policymakers in the public, private and voluntary sectors. Practice,
Power and Identity and Citizens at the Centre. Her empirical research focuses on race and gender issues and,
most recently, citizenship and discursive democracy, while her theoretical work focuses on developing
discourse theories and methods for social psychology. Her own areas of specialization include European
policy, employment, citizenship and human rights, youth, and voluntary sector development. She has studied
and worked on social justice issues relating to race and gender in Canada, Germany and the UK. Recent
publications and presentations include: Robert Berkeley is Deputy Director of Runnymede. Guardians of Race
Equality: Her research interests are in the area of race, ethnicity, masculinity and youth identities, particularly
in relation to ethnography. Cartographies of Diaspora, and Contesting Identities; and in co-edited volumes:
Hybridity and Its Discontents: Politics, Science, Culture; Global Futures: Migration, Environment and
Globalisation; and Rethinking Identities: Racism, Ethnicity and Culture. He has spent 30 years studying the
psychological aspects of political violence in relation to the conflict in Northern Ireland. During this time he
has been a visiting scholar at the Universities of Florida, Cape Town and Melbourne. His most recent book,
co-edited with M. His PhD, on ethnicity, class, and gender in Guyana, was completed in He has worked
outside academia, as a researcher at the Central Statistics Office, Ireland and on EU projects for local [Page
xi]government â€” Now at UWE he is researching whiteness in the European context and the experiences of
countries of traditional emigration becoming countries of new immigration. Racism in the Irish Experience
Pluto, , and Guyana â€” Kinship, Race and Conflict Profile Books She has worked as a teacher and in market
research, where she specialized in qualitative research. He has researched and published widely in the general
field of experimental social psychology. His major topics of research, thus far, have been: Manstead Blackwell
; and Stereotypes and Stereotyping, edited with C. Her main research interests and areas of expertise are
community relations policy, inter-group contact theory and the role of integrated education in divided societies
on which she has published widely. In this role he is responsible for strategic development on issues of
integration, diversity, identity and public policy. This includes working to ensure that public authorities meet
their legislative and policy targets on race issues. Nick is also an adviser to the Institute of Community
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Cohesion and has worked as a consultant in the public sector, as a political adviser and researcher, and is
currently writing a book on the political legacy of Senator Robert F. He has recently been in Delhi pursuing
his research on the justification of preferential policies in India. Prior to his doctoral studies Omar worked as a
researcher at the Runnymede Trust, and since he has maintained that connection as a consulting policy
researcher. He writes articles and reviews for the Runnymede Quarterly Bulletin. In these included: He has
published several widely acclaimed books in Political Philosophy, the latest being Rethinking
Multiculturalism, published by Harvard University Press and Palgrave in The report was published in Her
research interests focus on the relationship between ethnicities, racism, and crime and criminal justice, [Page
xiii]minority perspectives and issues around community safety policy and practice. Henry Tam is Deputy
Director, Local Democracy, Department for Communities and Local Government, responsible for developing
a cross-government approach to the engagement of citizens in solving public problems. Prior to joining the
Home Office, he was the Deputy Chief Executive at St Edmundsbury Borough Council where his duties
included corporate management and community development. His published books include: Progressive
Politics in the Global Age ; Communitarianism: Nicole Tausch completed her doctorate at Oxford University,
where she is currently a post-doc. Her research interests include processes in stereotype change, intergroup
contact and intergroup conflict. Becky Taylor is a social historian and research fellow based at the Centre for
Migration, University of Sussex. Her research interests revolve around the relationship between the state and
minority and marginal groups, particularly in the context of the development of the welfare state. These
themes are explored in her next book, A Minority and the State: Knowles eds , Making Race Matter: Bodies,
Space and Identity. The Bradford Disturbances, the Sentencing and the Impact. Du Gay eds , Questions of
Cultural Identity. Obler eds , Urban Ethnic Conflict: London and New York: Coombes eds , Hybridity and Its
Discontents: Abrams eds , Group Motivation: Social Psychological Perspectives, pp.
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As he did not believe human beings were apes , he believed this might have been during the Cretaceous ,
contrary to what is possible given the geologic and evolutionary biology evidence available at the time. On the
advice of his colleagues, Hardy delayed presenting the hypothesis for approximately thirty years. Some
interest was received, notably from the geographer Carl Sauer whose views on the role of the seashore in
human evolution [15] "stimulated tremendous progress in the study of coastal and aquatic adaptations" inside
marine archaeology. Another screenwriter, Elaine Morgan, responded to this focus in her Descent of Woman,
which parodied the conventional picture of "the Tarzanlike figure of the prehominid who came down from the
trees, saw a grassland teeming with game, picked up a weapon and became a Mighty Hunter," [20] and
pictured a more peaceful scene of humans by the seashore. When it aroused no reaction in the academic
community, she dropped the feminist criticism and wrote a series of booksâ€”The Aquatic Ape , The Scars of
Evolution , The Descent of the Child and The Aquatic Ape Hypothesis â€”which explored the issues in more
detail. My thesis is that a branch of this primitive ape -stock was forced by competition from life in the trees to
feed on the sea-shores and to hunt for food, shell fish , sea-urchins etc. I suppose that they were forced into the
water just as we have seen happen in so many other groups of terrestrial animals. I am imagining this
happening in the warmer parts of the world, in the tropical seas where Man could stand being in the water for
relatively long periods, that is, several hours at a stretch. Morgan summed up her take on the hypothesis in
Waterside hypotheses of human evolution assert that selection from wading, swimming and diving and
procurement of food from aquatic habitats have significantly affected the evolution of the lineage leading to
Homo sapiens as distinct from that leading to Pan. Other academics have argued that the rejection of Hardy
and Morgan is partially unfair given that other explanations which suffer from similar problems are not so
strongly opposed. A conference devoted to the subject was held at Valkenburg , Netherlands in Its 22
participants included academic proponents and opponents of the theory and several neutral observers headed
by the anthropologist Vernon Reynolds of Oxford University. His summary at the end was: But at the same
time there does seem to be evidence that not only did they take to water from time to time but that the water
and by this I mean inland lakes and rivers was a habitat that provided enough extra food to count as an agency
for selection. It is not accepted as empirically supported by the scholarly community, [30] [31] [32] and has
been met with significant skepticism. Langdon argued that however popular the idea was with the public, the
"umbrella" nature of the idea means that it cannot serve as a proper scientific hypothesis. He observed that
some anthropologists had regarded the idea as not worth the trouble of a rebuttal. In addition, the evidence
cited by AAH proponents mostly concerned developments in soft tissue anatomy and physiology, whilst
paleoanthropologists rarely speculated on evolutionary development of anatomy beyond the musculoskeletal
system and brain size as revealed in fossils. After a brief description of the issues under 26 different headings,
he produced a summary critique of these with mainly negative judgments. His main conclusion was that the
AAH was unlikely ever to be disproved on the basis of comparative anatomy, and that the one body of data
that could potentially disprove it was the fossil record. Hawks wrote that it is fair to categorize the AAH as
pseudoscience because of the social factors that inform it, particularly the personality-led nature of the
hypothesis and the unscientific approach of its adherents. Misunderstandings of Human Evolution , the Nature
editor Henry Gee remarked on how a seafood diet can aid in the development of the human brain. Foley and
Lahr suggest that "to flirt with anything watery in paleoanthropology can be misinterpreted", but argue "there
is little doubt that throughout our evolution we have made extensive use of terrestrial habitats adjacent to fresh
water, since we are, like many other terrestrial mammals, a heavily water-dependent species. She assumed that
the total lack of response to her book from the academic community was due to the fact that she was an
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outsider. But in respect of the aquatic theme that is what I got from them - and with few exceptions still get.
That kind of silence is a virtually unbeatable strategy". Wading and bipedalism[ edit ] After reviewing 30
different explanations of bipedalism, evolutionary biologist Carsten Niemitz proposed a "shore dweller"
hypothesis of wading, though distancing himself from the AAH. Although it is harder to walk upright with
bent knees on land, this difference gradually diminishes as the depth of water increases [55] and is still
practical in thigh-high water. Food, Evolution and The Future, Michael Crawford together with co-author
David Marsh wrote about the connections they saw between nutrition and human evolution, and in particular
claimed that Omega-3 fatty acids were vital for the development of the brain. Searching for oysters, mussels,
crabs, crayfish and so on they would have spent much of their time in the water and an upright position would
have come naturally. The only way it could have happened was with the resources of the marine food-web
which initiated the growth and development of the brain in the first place". Fish bones often decompose so that
special tests are required to detect them. They established that its molecular composition is comparable to
human vernix, being rich in both branch chain fatty acids BCFAs and squalene.
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We welcome additions and corrections to this bibliography by email: Use the links at the bottom of the page to
"Jump" to a category. Moral Psychology and Animal Ethics. The Philosophy behind the Movement: Animal
Studies versus Animal Rights. The anthropocentric paradigm and the possibility of animal ethics. Philosophy
and Animal Studies: Calarco, Castricano, and Diamond. Environmental Values 11 Aaltola, Elisa and John
Hadley eds. Animal Ethics and Philosophy: Acampora, Christa Davis and Ralph R. Animality Beyond Docile
and Brutal. Animal Ethics and Philosophy of Body. University of Pittsburgh Press. Acampora, Ralph and
Alyce L. Thinking Animals in Growing Territories. Human Ecology Review 8 2: The War on Compassion.
Animal rights and abortion. Man and Animal, translated by Kevin Attell. Postcolonial Critique in a
Multispecies World. Jellyfish Science, Jellyfish Aesthetics: Animal ethics for students, review of ethics,
humans and other animals: An introduction with readings. Deconstructing the Human-Animal Dichotomy.
Society and Animals 10 4: Animal Pleasure and Its Moral Significance. Applied Animal Behaviour Science ,
â€” The Oxford Handbook of Animal Ethics. Beck, Benjamin B ed. Stevens and Jane Goodall. The Ethics of
Coexistence. For the Prevention of Cruelty: The history and legacy of animal rights activism in the United
States. Law, Criminology, and Human-Animal Relationships. Bekoff, Marc and Lori Gruen. Animal Welfare
and Individual Characteristics: A Conversation Against Speciesism. Ethics and Behavior 3 2 , Essays on the
Anatomy of Expression in Painting. London, Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme. Of Jews and Animals. Review
Benston, Kimberly W. Experimenting at the Threshold: Marxism and the moral status of animals. Society and
Animals 11 1: Rights and justice on a shared planet: More rights or new relations? Theoretical Criminology 2
2: In Robert Garner ed. New York University Press. Ecology, Animal Rights and Social Justice. Benton, Ted
and Simon Redfearn. The politics of animal rights: Where is the left? The Moral Equality of Humans and
Animals. Human and non-human animal rights and oppression: Best, Steve, Anthony J. Introducing Critical
Animal Studies. Animal Liberation Philosophy and Policy Journal 5 1 , The Politics of Total Liberation:
Revolution for the 21st Century. Best, Steven, Anthony J. Terrorists or Freedom Fighters? Reflections on the
Liberation of Animals. Bezan, Sarah and James Tink eds. Birke, Lynda and Mike Michael. The heart of the
matter: Animal bodies, ethics, and species boundaries. Society and Animals 6 3: Respect for Life and the
Creation of Knowledge. Race, Gender, and Science. Animal oppression and the pragmatist. The moral
reasoning of believers in animal rights. Society and Animals 11 2: Bovenkerk, Bernice and F. Animal Ethics
in the Age of Humans: Blurring Boundaries in Human-Animal Relationships. The connection between animal
rights and environmentalism. The AV Magazine 4: Broglio, Ron and Frederick Young eds. Between Animals
and Technology. Sentience and Animal Welfare. The Philosophical Ethology of Vinciane Despret. Animals,
Evolution, and Ethics. An Art for the Other: The New Centennial Review 11 2 , The Question of the Animal
from Heidegger to Derrida. Description Calarco, Matthew and Peter Atterton eds. Essential Readings in
Continental Thought. On Norton and the failure of monistic inherentism. Environmental Ethics 18 2: Rolston
on intrinsic value: Environmental Ethics 14 2: On the human-animal boundary. An Ethical Reader in a
Posthuman World. Wilfrid Laurier University Press. Humanism, Anti-humanism and the Animal Question.
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Early life[ edit ] Bandura was born in Mundare , in Alberta , an open town of roughly four hundred
inhabitants, as the youngest child, and only son, in a family of six. The limitations of education in a remote
town such as this caused Bandura to become independent and self-motivated in terms of learning, and these
primarily developed traits proved very helpful in his lengthy career. The summer after finishing high school,
Bandura worked in the Yukon to protect the Alaska Highway against sinking. Bandura later credited his work
in the northern tundra as the origin of his interest in human psychopathology. It was in this experience in the
Yukon, where he was exposed to a subculture of drinking and gambling, which helped broaden his perspective
and scope of views on life. Bandura arrived in the US in and was naturalized in He married Virginia Varns
â€” in , [10] and they raised two daughters, Carol and Mary. Bandura graduated in three years, in , with a B.
Arthur Benton was his academic adviser at Iowa, [12] giving Bandura a direct academic descent from William
James , [13] while Clark Hull and Kenneth Spence were influential collaborators. During his Iowa years,
Bandura came to support a style of psychology which sought to investigate psychological phenomena through
repeatable, experimental testing. His inclusion of such mental phenomena as imagery and representation , and
his concept of reciprocal determinism , which postulated a relationship of mutual influence between an agent
and its environment, marked a radical departure from the dominant behaviorism of the time. Post-doctoral
work[ edit ] Upon graduation, he completed his postdoctoral internship at the Wichita Guidance Center. The
following year, , he accepted a teaching position at Stanford University , which he holds to this day. He also
worked as a sports coach. He directed his initial research to the role of social modeling in human motivation ,
thought, and action. In collaboration with Richard Walters, his first doctoral student, he engaged in studies of
social learning and aggression. Their joint efforts illustrated the critical role of modeling in human behavior
and led to a program of research into the determinants and mechanisms of observational learning. Social
learning theory[ edit ] Main article: He found that according to Social Learning theory, models are an
important source for learning new behaviors and for achieving behavioral change in institutionalized settings.
First, the antecedent inducements greatly influence the time and response of behavior. The stimulus that
occurs before the behavioral response must be appropriate in relationship to social context and performers.
Second, response feedback influences also serve an important function. Following a response, the
reinforcements, by experience or observation, will greatly impact the occurrence of the behavior in the future.
Third, the importance of cognitive functions in social learning. For example, for aggressive behavior to occur
some people become easily angered by the sight or thought of individuals with whom they have had hostile
encounters, and this memory is acquired through the learning process. A Social Learning Analysis in During
a period dominated by behaviorism in the mold of B. Skinner , Bandura believed the sole behavioral modifiers
of reward and punishment in classical and operant conditioning were inadequate as a framework, and that
many human behaviors were learned from other humans. Bandura began to analyze means of treating unduly
aggressive children by identifying sources of violence in their lives. In Bandura conducted a controversial
experiment known as the Bobo doll experiment , designed to show that similar behaviors were learned by
individuals shaping their own behavior after the actions of models. When the adults were praised for their
aggressive behavior, the children were more likely to keep on hitting the doll. However, when the adults were
punished, they consequently stopped hitting the doll as well. The experiment is among the most lauded and
celebrated of psychological experiments. However, the experiment was criticized by some on ethical grounds,
[20] for training children towards aggression. The theory he expanded from social learning theory soon
became known as social cognitive theory. A Social Cognitive Theory see article , in which he
re-conceptualized individuals as self-organizing, proactive, self-reflecting, and self-regulating, in opposition to
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the orthodox conception of humans as governed by external forces. He advanced concepts of triadic
reciprocality , which determined the connections between human behavior, environmental factors, and
personal factors such as cognitive, affective, and biological events, and of reciprocal determinism , governing
the causal relations between such factors. In , he published Social Learning Theory, a book that altered the
direction psychology took in the s. He launched a major program of research examining the influential role of
self-referent thought in psychological functioning. Although he continued to explore and write on theoretical
problems relating to myriad topics, from the late s he devoted much attention to exploring the role of
self-efficacy beliefs in human functioning. In fact, in Bandura, in conjunction with Charles Benight, found that
utilizing the same self-efficacy based beliefs that were implemented for his phobia studies produced similar
results on people who suffered from severe debilitating trauma. It was not only found useful for the trauma
suffered by natural disaster survivors, but also those returning veterans that suffer post-traumatic stress
disorder that include pervasive hyper-vigilance and recurrent flashbacks. By establishing a perceived sense of
control self-efficacy over their traumatic experience cognitively or physically the veterans and hurricane
survivors were able to overcome their distress and trauma and move forward. A Social Cognitive Theory , a
book in which he offered a social cognitive theory of human functioning that accords a central role to
cognitive, vicarious, self-regulatory and self-reflective processes in human adaptation and change. This theory
has its roots in an agentic perspective that views people as self-organizing, proactive, self-reflecting and
self-regulating, not just as reactive organisms shaped by environmental forces or driven by inner impulses.
The exercise of control was published in His focus was on the continuing technological explosion, in that
with more information readily available than ever before the education system needs to focus on teaching
students self-regulating efficacy. He argued that self-regulating efficacy is the focus on bolstering students
belief that they can not only stay up to date with current technology, but also avoid becoming overwhelmed
with its continual shift. He stated that this will be invaluable as jobs focus more on cognitive abilities as well
as flexibility in light of technologies ever-changing use and applicability. In particular, he states that in the
social cognitive theory of the moral self, moral reasoning is linked to moral action through affective
self-regulatory mechanisms by which moral agency is exercised. Bandura found interest in the role that human
agency plays when a society does not have safeguards set against particular lapses in moral judgment that an
individual finds justification, morally or otherwise. First, all people are capable of two morally agentic
abilities, to act humanely and to act inhumanely. Selective moral disengagement occurs when a person
actively disengages their self-regulating efficacy for moral conduct. He states the specific processes in which
this occurs, they are as follows: In , Bandura changed the name of the social learning theory to social cognitive
theory. The social cognitive theory can be applied to motivation and learning for students and teachers.
Self-regulation is the process he or she will use to set goals to perform the observed behavior. If the performed
behavior leads to successful results, it will encourage them to perform similar behaviors again and validate
their use of high self-efficacy. In , he received the University of Louisville Grawemeyer Award for
contributions to psychology.
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The discovery of well-integrated and consistent expression in the motor field would establish a presumption
that similar patterning is to be expected in all aspects of personality, but it is for the future to show the exact
relation of expressive movement to "inner" traits and to impression. Johnson and Helmer R. An example is the
child who fails to learn the meaning of the actions of others, so he cannot grasp the game of cowboy"; he
cannot pretend and anticipate, as do his playmates. He fails to learn the implications of many other actions, e.
He is unable to understand the relevance of time, space, size, direction, and various aspects of person and
self-perception Allport and Vernon, ; Fisher and Cleveland, ; Hecaen, H. We categorize this child as having a
deficiency in social perception, meaning that he has an inability which precludes acquiring the significance of
basic nonverbal aspects of daily living, though his verbal level of intelligence falls within or above the
average. There are many such children but they are largely unrecognized since test procedures for identifying
them, as well as procedures for educational remediation, have been slow in developing. In our experience with
children having learning disabilities, we have encountered this type of child over and over again. The astute,
observing teacher recognizes that the ways in which words are used provide a clue to the problem. The words
have an emptiness" that belies superficial facility. In normal learning every word assumes a learned referent, a
unit of nonverbal experience which it symbolizes. The child with a nonverbal learning disability is like the
child who lacks color vision. He has no difficulty in learning the word red, but cannot acquire the experience
red, so he cannot distinguish it from the experience green or yellow. When he uses the word red, as required
by daily activities, it connotes only a vague, conglomerate impression often unrelated to the actual
circumstances. The manifestations nonverbally are distortions of perception and of mental imagery. The
development of procedures for remediation has only just begun. Progress in learning disabilities.
Psychoneurological disturbances in children. Rehabilitation Literature, Vol 25 12 , , http: Published by
Guilford Press in New York. Whether and to what extent the relative failure in conceptual reasoning and
related abilities is a direct function of inadequate sensorimotor experience must wait upon the results of further
research. Simon[ edit ] Tony J. Simon focuses on the "software," the cognitive "program" that develops in
response to such neurological conditions, and hopes to work out targeted treatments that can be used to
ameliorate problems at this level. Implications for Learning Presenter: August 6, Length: Emerging research
on overlapping patterns of cognitive function in fragile x, Turner, and chromosome 22q August 10, Length:
Bridging the Gap Between Davis, Jessica Broitman https: This text is an early reference in neurology for
"childhood clumsiness. Chapter I, "Language Losses in the Adult as the Key to the Developmental Disorders
in Children," takes up the problem of unilateral cerebral dominance, the various steps in cerebral functioning,
and the discussion of alexia, auditory aphasia, motor agraphia, motor aphasia, apraxia, the problem of
laterality and motor intergrading in mixtures of right and left preferences. Chapter II, "Certain Disorders in the
Development of Language in Children," discusses the developmental forms of the above syndromes, stuttering
in childhood, combined or mixed syndromes, hereditary factors, and emotional reactions and behavior patterns
developing out of language difficulties. Chapter III, "Interpretation and Treatment of Certain Disorders of
Language in Children," deals with the correct interpretation of the various syndromes, the need for correct
clinical observation and greater neuroanatomical, neurophysiological and neuropathological knowledge, and
treatment methods for each of the various syndromes. Orton concludes that defects in the development of
language functions may arise from deviations in the process of establishing unilateral brain superiority in
individual areas and that the utilization of specific training methods can effect a therapeutic response. Fisher,
Seymour; Cleveland, Sidney E. Published by Fawcett in Greenwood,Con. A Neuropsychological Approach
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edited by Andrew S. Theoretical Perspectives and Research edited by Lynne V. Although experts agree that
various types of learning disabilities do exist, few attempts have been made to classify learning disabled
children into subtypes. The editors of this collection feel that the lack of subcategorization has frustrated
previous research efforts to obtain a generalizable body of knowledge in the field. To meet this critical need
for definitive information, this book presents basic reviews and theoretical approaches used to subtype
learning disabled children -- ranging from a behavior genetics approach to a dimensional approach. It also
demonstrates actual research methods utilizing theoretical approaches. Historical and conceptual issues.
Learning about learning disabilities. Academic Press, xx, pp. This theory is based on selected aspects of a
model od differential hemispheric functioning advanced by Goldberg and Costa Based primarily on data and
speculative evidence derived from adult samples, Goldberg and Costa asserted that the right hemisphere is
relatively more specialized for intermodal integration whereas the left hemisphere is more specialised for
intramodal integration. Neuroanatomically, these investigators postulated that intramodal integration may be
related to the higher ratio of gray matter i. Rourke hypothesized that an increased grey-to-white matter ratio i.
He reasoned that although a significant lesion in the right hemisphere may be sufficient to produce a nonverbal
learning disability, it is the destruction of white matter i. Rourke proposed this com- p. Nature, Theory, and
Treatment edited by Nirbhay N. Visuo-motor disability in schoolchildren. Associated with Right Hemisphere
Abnormalities. Perceptual heterogeneity in the Asperger and socio-emotional processing disorders Jason J.
Barton , Mariya V. Cherkasova , Rebecca Hefter , Terry A. Five core constructs and their translational
potential for schizophrenia and beyond Kevin N. Cognitive Neuroscience and Neuropsychology http: Archives
of Neuropsychiatry ;48 2 https:
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